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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper the converse of a theorem of GLICKSBERG [2] about
representations of semigroups in Banach spaces is proved. In combination
with Glicksberg's theorem this result yields another characterization of
semitopological semigroups having a left-invariant mean on the space
of real-valued right uniformly continuous functions.
Also extensions are given of a result of GRANIRER [3] on fixed point
properties of semigroups.
2. INVARIANT MEANS, THE FIXED POINT PROPERTY (~) AND GLICKS-
BERG'S THEOREM
Let B(X) be the (real) Banach space of all real-valued bounded functions
on some set X (with norm IIflloo = sup If(x)I). Let D(X) be a closed linear
subspace of B(X) containing the constant functions; a bounded linear
functional m on D(X) is called a mean on D(X) if Ilmil = (1, m) = 1. This
definition implies: inf f(x) <<f, m) < sup f(x) for all f E D(X); in particular,
if [;» 0 then <f, m) .>O. Means always exist, since each x E X defines a
so-called discrete mean m, <f, m): = f(x) (f E D(X)).
Let S be a semigroup; we define the left translate sf of a function
f EO B(S) by sf(t): = f(st) (s, t E S). A mean m on a left-invariant subspace
D(S) of B(S) is called left-invariant (notation: m is a LIM on D(S)), if
<sf, m) = <f, m) for all s E S and all f E D(S).
In the sequel the semigroup S will be assumed to be semitopological;
this means that the topology on S is such that the mapping (s, t) ES X S 1--+
1--+ st E S is separately continuous.
Let CB(S) be the space of all real-valued continuous bounded functions
on S; f E CB(S) is called right uniformly continuous on S, if the mapping
s E S 1--+ sf E CB(S) is continuous. The set of all right uniformly continuous
functions on S is denoted by UCBr(S). UCBr(S) is a closed, left-invariant
subspace of B(S).
Let E 1 and E 2 be linear spaces. A mapping T from E 1 into E 2 is called
affine if T(AX+ (1 - A)Y) = AT(x) +(1- A)T(y) for all x, y E E 1 and all real A
with O<A< 1.
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DEFINITION. S acts alfinely on the compact convex subset K of a locally
convex space E, if for every s E S there is a mapping T s: K -';>- K such. that
(i) T st = TsTt for all s, t E S;
(ii) the mapping (s, x) E S x K 1-';>- Ts(;r) E K is continuous;
(iii) 'I', is affine for all s E S.
DEFINITION. S has the fixed point property (~), if for every compact
convex set in a locally conve1; space E, such that S acts affinely on K, there
is a point Xo E K with Tsxo = Xo for all e E 8.
The following theorem, due to MITCHELL [7], is a crucial tool in the
proofs of our results.
THEOREM. S has the property (~) if and only if there exists a LIM on
UOB,,(S).
DEFINITIONS. a) 8 has a continuous anti-representation by contraction
operators on a (real or complex) Banach space B (with norm 11·11), if for
each s E S there is an As E .'!4(B) and the following conditions hold:
(i) Ast=AtAs for all s, t E S;
(ii) IIAsf[],.;;; I[fll for all s E 8 and all fEB;
(iii) the mapping s E S 1-';>- As! E B is continuous for all fEB.
b) If e 1-';>- As (with As E /!8(B)) is an anti-representation of S in the
sense of a), we define J( =J(S, B)) as the closed linear subspace of B generated
by the family {Asf-f: e E 8, fEB}.
DEFINITION. 8 has the convexity property (~), if for each anii-repre-
sentation of S the follow·ing equality holds for all f E: B:
N
inf II L cnAsnfl1 = Iln(f)IIB!J( : = inf Ilf + jll)·
n~l jEJ
N
Here the infimum is taken over all finite sums with Cn> 0, L Cn = 1 and Sn E S.
n-l
n is the canonical mapping of B onto the quotient space Bl.I,
N
It is clear that we always have: inf II L cnAsnfll"> Iln(f)IIB/J.
n~l
GLICKSBERG'S THEOREM. If there is a LIM on UCBr(S), then 8 has
the property (~).
GLICKSBERG [2] proved this theorem for the case of discrete semigroups
(but see footnotes 5 and 12 in [2]). REITER ([8] or [9]) gave a somewhat
different formulation and considered locally compact groups; with only
minor modifications his proof is also valid for semi-topological semigroups.
He used, instead of anti-representations, representations (that is, A st = AsAt
for all s, t S). On groups this difference is not essential, because every
representation (s 1-';>- As) induces an anti-representation (s 1-';>- A s- 1) and
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vice-versa. Also, instead of condition (iii) in our definition of anti-repre-
sentation, REITER only needed the continuity of the mapping s 1--+ <AsI, 1»
for all IE B and all 1> E B' (the bounded linear functionals on B). In his
proof he used the existence of a LIM on OB(S); such a LIM indeed does
exist, because for locally compact groups we have: There is a LIM on
UOBr(S) il and only il there is a LIM on OB(S). (see [4], Theorem 2.2.1).
If S is only a semigroup, the use of anti-representations is crucial,
as is shown by the following
EXAMPLE. Let S = {Sl' ... , sn} be a finite discrete semigroup with the
operation StSj = Sj. Then it is trivial that every mean on B(S) (= UOBr(S))
is a LIM. Let As: B(S) --+ B(S) (s E S) be defined by (Asf)(s'): = I(s's) (s' E 8).
Then:
(i) A st = AsA t for all s, t E S;
(ii) IIAs/llco <: /l/llco for all IE B(S) and all S E S;
(iii) S E S 1--+ Asl E B(S) is contmuous for all IE B(S).
Furthermore it is easy to verify that for this representation we have
J =B(S) and so I!n(f)IIB/J=O for all IE B(S). But for the function 10 _ 1
N
we have inf II Z cnAsnlol1 = 1.
n=l
Thus, GLICKSBERG'S theorem does not hold for representations in the
case of semigroups.
3. THE CONVERSE OF GLICKSBERG'S THEOREM
THEOREM A. II the semitopological semigroup S has the convexity
property (~), then there is a LIM on UOBr(S).
PROOF. Let S act on the compact convex set K in some locally convex
space E; we denote by d(K) the (real) Banach space of all real continuous
affine functions on K (with the sup-norm). Each s E S defines a mapping
As: d(K) --+ d(K) by (Asf) (x) : = I(Tsx) for all IE d(K) and x E K. Then
it is clear that s 1--+ As is an anti-representation of S on d(K). By hy-
N
pothesis we have: inf II Z cnAs,.tlloo = Iln(f)lld/J for all IE d(K). Thus, if
n~l
we take I = 1, we get Iln(I)lld/J= 1; by Hahn-Banach there is a functional
1> E (d(J)' with 111>11 = 1 and <n(I), 1» = 1. But 1> also defines a bounded
linear functional m on d(K) by <I, m): = <n(f), 1»; m is a mean on d(K)
and <j,m)=O for all jEJ.
Now we use a result of ARGABRIGHT [1], which says that every mean
on d(K) is a discrete one. So there is an Xo E K with the property that
<I, m) = I(xo) for all IE d(K). Hence j(xo) = 0 for all j E J; in particular
(Asg - g)(xo)= 0 for all g E d(K) and all s E S. But if F is a continuous
linear functional of E, the restriction F K of F to K belongs to d(K).
Hence F(Ts:ro- xo)= (AsFK- F K)(XO) = 0 for all s E S. By Hahn-Banach
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we may conclude that Tsxo=xo for all s E 8. Thus 8 satisfies the property
(ff). Now we can apply MITCHELL'S theorem (cf. section 2).
4. FIXED POINT PROPERTIES OF SEMITOPOLOGICAL SEMIGROUPS
In this section semitopological semigroups are studied that have a fixed
point property stronger than property (ff).
DEFINITION. 8 has the fixed point property (ff'), il lor every compact
Hausdorff space X, such that S acts on X (that is, lor every s E S there exists
a mapping T s: X -7- X with T st = TsTt for all s, t E S and such that the
mapping (s, x) E S X X 1-7- Ts(x) E X is continuous), there is a point Xo E X
with Tsxo=xo lor all s E S.
If S has the discrete topology, then property (ff') is also equivalent
to some convexity property. To be precise: 8 has the property (.JF') if
and only if the equality inf IIAsIl1 = Iln(f)IIB/J (f E B) holds for every anti-
SES
representation of 8. This was discovered by GRANTRER [3], p. 61.
PROBLEM. Does this equivalence still hold for arbitrary semitopological
semigroups ?
We shall give two results related to this problem.
DEFINITION. 8 has the convexity propertu (~'), if lor every anti-repre-
sentation 01 S we have inf IIAsf11 = l[n(f)IIB/J lor all I E B.
SES
THEOREM B. I I the semitopoloqical semiqroup 8 sal1:sfies the property
('6"), then S also has the property (ff').
PROOF. Let 8 act on the compact Hausdorff space X; define the anti-
representation s 1-7- As, with As: O(X) -7- C(X), by (Asf)(x): = j(Tsx)
(f E O(X), X EX). O(X) is the Banach algebra of all complex-valued con-
tinuous functions on X with the sup-norm. By property (~') we have
inf IIAs/l1 = l!n(f)/lc(Xl!J for all IEC(X). But this implies that J is an ideal
SES
in O(X), since for f E J and (J E O(X) we have
/In(fg)11 = inf IIAs(fg)11 = inf IIAsI· Asg!1 <; inf IIAsIl1 . I!AsgI! <; inf IIAs/II' I[gll = o.
uS SES 8eS seS
Hence there is a complex homomorphism m. of C(X) such that J C Ker m,
In other words, there is an element Xo of X with m(f) = 1(;/;0) for all I E C(X)
and I(xo) = 0 for all I E J. C(X) separates the points of X, hence we conclude
that Xo is a common fixed point for the mappings T s (s E 8).
One says that a semigroup S belongs to the class n, if for every s E S
there is an So E S with sSo=So, see LJAPIN [6], Ch. II-5.
THEOREM C. II the semitopoloqical semigroup S belongs to the class n,
then the properties (ff) and (ff') are equivalent.
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PROOF. By Theorem B it suffices to show that (ff) implies (tt&" ) if S
belongs to the class zr,
Let s 1--7 As (As: B --7 B) be an anti-representation of S. For each / E B
we define a fun ction F on S by F (s): = liAs/II (s E S). Then F E UCBr(S);
also sF(t) = F (st) = IIAstfll = IIA tAs!1< liAs/ II= F (s) for all s E S. The property
(ff ) implies by Mitchell 's t heorem t he ex istence of a LIM m on UCBr(S).
Then we have <F , m) = <sF , m) <;F (s) for all s e S. H ence <F , m) <; inf P(s).
But then we get for any finite subset {ft, ... , / N } C B: u S
N N N N
inf IIAs( ~ In)!! <; inf ( L liAs/nil) = inf ( ~ Fn(s )) <;<L F n, tn ) =
u S ,,- 1 s e S ,,- 1 u S ,, ~1 ,,-1
N N N
= ~ <Fn,m) <; L inf F n(s) = ~ inf [IAs/nll·
,,-1 ,,- 1 seS ,,-1 seS
From this inequality it follows that inf liAs/II = 0 for all / E J. For, let
seS
/ =Asg- g (s E S, g E B ), t hen there is an 80 E S with sSo= So and so
inf liAs/II< IIAso/11= jlAsoAsg - Aso!lll= IIAssog - A so!lll= 0;
u S
N
and if / = ~ an(As,,!ln- !In), with an complex , we have
"- 1 N N
inf liAs/II = inf IIAs( ~ an(As,,!ln-gn)) 11 <; ~ lanl· inf IIAs(As,,!ln- gn)1I =0.
u S seS " -1 ,, ~ 1 . eS
N
Bu t t he finite sums Lan(As,,!ln- gn) are dense in J , so inf li As/II = 0 for
,,-1 u S
all / E .J. Now a simple estimat ion shows that inf liAs/ II <; Iln(f )IIBfJ for all
N u S
/ E B . The ine quali ti es inf liAs/II ;;;. inf II L cnAs,,! II :> Iln (f)IIBfJ always hold .
u S ,, -1
So we may conclude that S has t he propert y (tt&") .
EXAMPLE. Let S be a nontrivial regular Hausdorff space with the
property that only constant functions are cont inuous (such spaces exist,
see HEWITT [5]). With the ope rat ion ss' = s, S becomes a topological
semigroup belonging to the class at. There exists a LIM on UCBr(S),
so S has the property (jW') by Theorem C and Mit chell's theorem. On
the other hand, if we consider the semigroup S with the discrete topology,
then it is easy to see that there cannot exist a LIM on UCBr(S) ( =B(S),
in t his case ). So, indeed , our results apply to cases where the result of
GRANIRER does not.
The author is indebted to Prof. H . Reiter who proved t he converse of
Glicksberg 's theorem for the case of locally compact groups (see [8] or [9])
and suggested that this converse might be va lid for genera l topological
groups; as we have seen, this is true in even greater generality (Theorem A).
Mathematical Institute, University oj Utrecht
The Netherlands .
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